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In the last years, liver elastography beca-
me an important target for many research 
groups, which tried to establish the real 
value of this new method, especially for 
the evaluation of diffuse hepatopathies.
Liver biopsy was considered as the “gold 
standard“ for liver fibrosis assessment and 
the first elastographic method, transient 
elastography, was compared to the mor-
phologic evaluation (liver biopsy). Later 
studies, evaluating new elastographic me-
thods, tried to demonstrate their non-in-
feriority as compared to this validated 
method.
In the last years we observed a dramatic 
decrease in the number of liver biopsies 
performed for liver fibrosis assessment in 
chronic hepatitis, as a result of increasing 
use of the non-invasive modalities, espe-
cially in Europe. Biological tests (direct or 
indirect) and elastographic methods for 
liver stiffness evaluation became more 
popular and are used for prognosis assess-
ment, for decision regarding treatment 
and for the follow-up of patients with 
chronic hepatopathies.
Tissue elasticity can be described qualita-
tively by evaluating the relative displace-
ments caused by static or dynamic defor-
mations. Quantitative techniques estima-
te the deformation rate, which indirectly 
characterize environmental stiffness.
The first elastographic method used in cli-
nical practice was transient elastography 
(TE). Now, after more than 10 years expe-
rience with this method, several meta-
analyses showed its real value. The weak 
points of this method are: It is a quite 
blind method (no real time ultrasound 
use); it is not feasible in patients with as-
cites and in approximately 15–20 % of pa-
tients, reliable measurements cannot be 
obtained.

More recently, shear wave elastography 
(SWE) was developed. Quantitative elas-
tography techniques provide high resolu-
tion information about tissue elasticity in 
a region of interest. To obtain a quantita-
tive elastographic assessment, shear 
waves are generated into the tissue, then 
tracked and measured. Complex equip-
ment is used to generate them and to 
make high-resolution measurements of 
their propagation velocity. Several tech-
niques can be used to generate the shear 
waves:

Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse 
(ARFI) Elastography
The acoustic radiation force causes tissue 
displacement centered on a region of in-
terest. These displacements propagate 
through the tissue in the form of shear 
waves and an ultrasound system is used to 
follow the shear waves‘ propagation. The 
time scale of tissue‘s response is much slo-
wer than that of the ultrasonic wave pro-
pagation. ARFI elastography is integrated 
into an Acuson S2000 ultrasound machi-
ne, from Siemens.
Principle of ARFI Elastography: A short 
duration, high-intensity acoustic “push 
pulse“ is transmitted by the transducer, 
followed by a series of diagnostic intensi-
ty pulses, which are used to track the tis-
sue displacement caused by the push pul-
se. The tissue response to the radiation 
force is observed using conventional B-
mode imaging pulses, and it is possible to 
measure and display the quantitative 
shear-wave velocity (meters / second – 
m / s) from the ARFI generated displace-
ments. This velocity is proportional to the 
square root of the tissue’s elasticity modu-
lus. Because the shear wave velocity de-
pends on tissue stiffness, it is possible to 
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apply ARFI technology to elastography. 
This technology was named “Virtual 
Touch Tissue Quantification”. Soft tissues, 
being elastic, will deform more than rigid 
tissue, whose elasticity is much lower. The 
deformation associated with high intensi-
ty ultrasonic pulse propagation is follo-
wed by a relaxation process, after which 
the tissue returns to its original configu-
ration.
In the final phase, the region is scanned 
with a normal intensity (diagnostic) US 
beam and a new B-mode image is acqui-
red. By comparing it with the reference 
image, displacements occurring in diffe-
rent areas can be calculated. 
Supersonic Shear Imaging (SSI) Tech-
nique (Aixplorer system) relies on the si-
multaneous use of both ultrasound and 
shear waves, to better characterize and 
quantify tissue stiffness. 
To produce shear waves of sufficient am-
plitude in the entire region of interest, it 
generates a sequence of stimulation pul-
ses focused at different depths. The 
pushing pulses form a pushing beam. The 
rapid change in focal depth in the pushing 
beam with time is equivalent to a high 
output source moving rapidly through the 
tissue. Where the source speed is greater 
than the wave speed, the source is said to 
be moving at supersonic speed, hence the 
term ‘supersonic imaging’.
The Aixplorer system can generate, cap-
ture and quantify shear waves velocity, by 
acquiring data up to 200 times faster than 
conventional ultrasound technology. 
Shear wave velocity is directly related to 
the quantifiable measurement of tissue 
elasticity. The Aixplorer system generates 
in real-time a quantitative color coded 
map displaying local tissue elasticity for a 
large region of interest. An adjustable co-
lor scale indicates tissue elasticity ranging 
from soft (blue) to hard (red). In the same 
time, an area of interest can be chosen for 
which the elasticity is displayed in kilo-
Pascals (kPa) or in m / s. 
No compression is needed to obtain the 
real-rime shear wave elastography map of 
the tissue, which depicts the tissue elasti-
city (stiffness) by color. The tissue elasti-
city is calculated based on shear wave pro-
pagation speed into the tissue. Based on 
Young’s modulus, if shear wave propaga-
tion speed can be measured, the tissue 
elasticity can be determined. Not only lo-
cal measurements of tissue elasticity can 
be obtained on a two-dimensional map, 
but also, with the Q-Box, every pixel in a 
region of interest can be measured.

Clinical results with ARFI elastography 
show that this method is reliable for liver 
stiffness assessment as a marker of fibro-
sis in patients with chronic hepatitis (es-
pecially HCV, better than HBV), with pro-
mising results in patients with NAFLD, 
and in post-transplant patients. On the 
other hand, many publications evaluated 
this method for the prediction of portal 
hypertension or of liver cirrhosis compli-
cations (sometimes using also spleen 
stiffness measurements). Published stu-
dies demonstrated similar accuracy for TE 
and ARFI for the non-invasive assessment 
of liver fibrosis. Also, it was demonstrated 
that elevated aminotransferase levels in-
crease liver stiffness values assessed by 
ARFI and that a better correlation of ARFI 
measurements with histological liver fib-
rosis exists when quality indicators 
(IQR < 30 % and SR > 60 %) are used. Inter-
observer variability of this method was 
reported to be good.
Concerning SSI, this shear wave elastogra-
phic method is only at the beginning and 
only few publications are available, but it 
shows promising results for the clinical 
practice.
The main advantages of shear wave elas-
tography techniques are: They are inclu-
ded in an ultrasound machine, elastogra-
phy being performed during the ultra-
sound evaluation (real time techniques); 
they can be performed in patients with as-

cites; they have a lower rate of invalid 
measurements (as compared to TE).
In conclusion, shear wave elastography 
seems to be a new step for a real time non-
invasive liver stiffness assessment.
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